Overview: The following is an example of a SuperbMARC record from the Gold database. Use this example for modeling and to guide you in your production efforts:
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For those who wonder if there's a difference between a spell and a hex, a witch and an enchantress, and black magic and voodoo, this book will explain all. Even readers "in the know" will learn something new in this fascinating book about the characters and themes that pop up often in the world of fantasy.
For those who wonder if there's a difference between a spell and a hex, a witch and an enchantress, and black magic and voodoo, this book will explain all. Even readers "in the know" will learn something new in this fascinating book about the characters and themes that pop up often in the world of fantasy. Fact boxes help break down fact from fiction, and colorful drawings illustrate the magical world that so many are curious about.
houses, and zombies aren't new elements of fiction. They derive from legends and myths hundreds of years old. The origins of these tales are as interesting as any modern twist. Whether readers are charmed by the magical or fascinated by the frightening, they'll be captivated by this high-interest series of spellbinding stories, remarkable facts, and eerie images and photographs. It's up to readers to decide whether they're too creeped out to turn the page! - Popular topics will attract reluctant and enthusiastic readers alike - Imaginative illustrations support reading comprehension - Sidebars and fact boxes contribute to appealing layout _cEnglish _dUnrestricted _hGareth Stevens Publishing
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